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1. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION                                                                                                                                                                                  

Fruity flavour with pineapple and banana characteristic notes with apple nuances.

Odour profile: fruity , pineapple , banana , apple

2. PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL DATA                                                                                                                                                                             

Appearance clear slightly viscous liquid

clear fluid liquid

Colour light yellow

bright yellow

Density (20°C, g/cc) 0,999 1,019

Refractive index (20ºC) 1,4580 1,4620

Flash point (ºC) 71

The specifications indicated in the present document have been determined from one first sample and can undergo

adjustments once we dispose of the data coming from the successive lots of manufacture. The adjustments will

imply the issue of a new technical

3. STORAGE

Keep in a cool, dry place, away from light in tightly closed containers.

Stable under above conditions during:  18 months

After this period quality should be checked before use. The variation in colour is independent

of its intended activity.

The values included in this declaration are calculated concentrations and do not replace analytical determinations                

in the product.                                                                                                                   

The information provided in this document is deemed to be valid from the date of issue thereof and until it                       

is replaced by other new information. It is based on our current knowledge, state of the art and experience                       

and refers only to the product specifie                                                                                           

Lucta shall not assume any liability for claims, expenses, costs or damages arising from the inadequate or                        

unforeseeable handling, use, mixing or levels of dosage which are carried out with the product,nor for the                        

recommendations, statements or information contained in the labelling or in any other documentation of the                        

product in which it is included.Those who acquire or use the product of Lucta shall be the only persons responsible               

for the above-mentioned actions and for ensuring that the product is used in accordance with the laws, rules                      

and regulations in force,waiving any claim against Lucta and undertaking to hold it entirely harmless and indemnify               

Lucta in relation to any claim, expense, cost or damage which, for the reasons or actions indicated in this                       

paragraph, are brought against or sought from Lucta.                                                                              

The maximum liability of Lucta, for any reason, shall not in any event exceed the price of the specific product                   
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supplied. Lucta shall not be liable for loss of profits, loss of earnings or incomes, delays, claims against                      

or of the customer,nor for special, punitive, consequential or indirect loss and damages (whether contractual                     

or extra-contractual) which may be suffered by those who acquire or use the product of Lucta, or the customers                    

of such persons.                                                                                                                  

The acquisition or use of the product manufactured by Lucta involves knowledge and express acceptance of this                     

clause in its entirety.                                                                                                           

For the purpose of this document, LUCTA means: Lucta S.A. or Lucta Mexicana S.A. de C.V. or Lucta GranColombiana                  

S.A.S. or Lucta (Guangzhou) Flavours Co., Ltd.                                                                                    
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